A Universally Accessible Web-Based Literacy Solution

Do you need anytime, anywhere text support for students who struggle with reading comprehension?

Do you need to individualize instruction to support ALL of your students?

Do you want a program that is web-based and requires no installation?

If you answered YES to any of the above questions, then firefly and Kurzweil 3000® is the solution for you!

firefly provides anytime, anywhere access to digital, text-based content; supplemented by powerful literacy tools that enable individuals with the cognitive ability, but not the literacy skills, to achieve academic success alongside their peers.

Benefits include:
• Anytime, anywhere access via the Internet
• Elimination of installation, maintenance, and upgrade hurdles
• Operates equally well on Windows® and Macintosh® platforms
• Modern and engaging user interface
• Constantly improving solution with routine, hands-off updates
• Education-focused functionality set
• Accessible to students with physical limitations

“As a district AT specialist, firefly will provide my teachers and students with a web-based solution that will make delivering accessible content fast and easy.”

Bill Schulte, ESE ITS
Collier County Schools
Member firefly Product Advisory Group
Benefits for ALL:

- Access the same content with the right support tools for each learner
- Address high to low incidence needs with the combined use of firefly and Kurzweil 3000
- Individualize interventions easily
- Deliver access to instructional materials anytime and anywhere
- Customize level of support

Simply, easy-to-use navigation enables users to get started right away.

Roaming profiles allow each user to customize the way in which the document will be read back.

Greater Access - Better Tools - More Content
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